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The built-in Windows wallpaper switch is OK, but not spectacular. If you want to amplify your rotating wallpaper, John Background Switcher gives you tons of options for this, and at all costs. John Von SwitcherPlatform: The price of Windows: Free download Of PageFeaturesPeriodically changes the background image on your computer within a certain interval Can choose from a
folder on your computer, Flickr users or tags, Facebook, Vladstudio wallpapers, any RSS feeds (including sites like DeviantArt, Photobucket, LOLCats, and more), Smugmug, Picasa, Google Image Search, and tons of more placesView wallpapers individually or as a set snapshot of the note Draw a calendar on your desktopSorc change Windows Logon BackgroundT that
determine how your settings backgrounds rotate, including stopping the rotator when you're on the battery, just switching when simple, and moreTurn from wallpaper drawing to certain zones on screenCustomizable shortcutsImport keys and export settings for easy backuph uphicle it excelsSee above the list of features... Its length tells you everything you need to know. The John
von Switch has more features than you ever thought you'd want from a wallpaper manager, including a ton you probably probably wouldn't even use. However, once you install it, it stays out of your way and it allows you to set up settings to keep it from slowing down old or low power computers. In addition, you can capture images from any combination of tons of web sources. If
you're not satisfied with Windows wallpaper at all, this is the app you want to use. Where it falls ShortYou may notice some stuttering as your wallpaper changes, although you can disable certain settings that should soften this (due to some good fading conversions). My only real complaint, however, is his somewhat support monitor. You can use John's Background Switcher with
multiple monitors, but you can't give it different image sources for each monitor, which is a kind of bummer. It also doesn't allow you to select an image for your Windows logo screen; it simply uses any image on in rotation. Obviously it's pretty nitpicky, but they're things that I noticed right off the bat, and with a few tiny fixes, the program is likely to be perfect. The competitionMost
other programs, in my opinion, is not really worth watching. If you use multiple monitors, DisplayFusion will give you a little more control over each monitor, although it doesn't give you nearly as many internet sources or super-advanced wallpaper options (plus it costs $25). However, if you use multiple monitors, it brings a ton of other non-wallpaper features to your setup, including
dual taskbar, tons of keyboard shortcuts, box and more. But for simply switching wallpaper, it's a bit redundant (not to mention overpriced). Also among the paid wallpaper Cycler app, which for $20 adds a few more things that you can attach to your desktop. You can create layouts with calendars, quotes, quotes, webcams, other wallpapers, RSS headers, and more on your
desktop though, why would you use this instead of a stunningly beautiful rainmeter for me. However, it's there if you want something different. Rainmeter is a powerful tool that allows you to create a beautiful, information-rich one-on-one display... Read moreLastly, there are several other managers worth mentioning just because of the wallpaper sources they support. If you're a
huge InterfaceLIFT or WallpaperStock fan, you'll want to check out the wallpaper juggler, which is easier than others, but can download wallpapers from our favorite wallpaper site (although John Background Switcher can do it through RSS, too). Color Desker uses its own cache of pretty wallpapers, too, if you're not very picky. No one likes to look at a boring desktop when they
light up their computer every morning. Keep your... More There may be other wallpaper managers out there, but these are our favorites. Is there one you're particularly in love with that we didn't mention? Share it with us in the comments. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of these
categories. This map-generating tool can create beautiful wallpapers for your phone that show any location of the map you want. Your phone wallpaper and lockscreen picture can tell a lot about you, and one of the most important things about you is where you come from. If you want to submit this on your phone, Alvar Carto has the ability to create a map for your phone. Here's
how it works: Go to the Alvar Carto phone card generator. Enter the location for the map you want to create. Enter the name of the city, country or continent that you want to use for wallpaper. You can also be more --- for example, pick up the name of the river. Choose the color theme of your card: black and white, dark gray and white, light gray and dark gray, black and orange.
Choose a resolution based on your phone: you can choose from a range of iPhones from SE 5 to X, Google Pixel 2 XL, as well as resolution for Samsung, HTC, Huawei, LG, OnePlus and Xiaomi phones. Once you've done all your choices, you can zoom in and pan to get it looking exactly the way you want it. Click generate to save the card as a PNG file. If the idea of a card isn't
right for you, there are plenty of places to find options, whether it's wallpaper for your iPhone or even wallpaper you can create yourself. You can even use it for a productive purpose by placing a to-do list on your iPhone's lock screen. Getting windows drivers to upgrade easily with the Booster 8 driver your Windows update may improve the operating system, but it can leave
device drivers left behind. That's where the Booster 8 driver can help. Related Topics Android iPhone Wallpaper Short about author Nancy Messieh (911 Articles Published) Read more from Nancy Messi Robbie/Studio D is a feast for the eyes, these wallpapers will transform any room. Nobody looking at a boring desktop when they light up your computer every morning. Keep
your wallpaper fresh with the five most popular sites Lifehacker readers use to meet their wallpaper needs. Photo by goincase. The wallpaper on the monitor is available here. Earlier this week we asked you to share your favorite wallpaper site. We quickly learned that while not everyone has a strong opinion about Linux distributions or encryption software, everyone has a favorite
wallpaper site; readers logged nearly 500 votes for their favorite wallpaper sites. Now we're back to share the five most popular sites used by Lifehacker readers to dress their monitors with fresh wallpaper. No one has ever died of a lack of funky-fresh desktop wallpaper, but if you're going to look at... More Opening Studio Vlad Studio shows the works of Russian wallpaper artist
Vlad Gerasimov. He cranks out hundreds of great wallpapers, ranging from festive themes to abstract art. Vlad Studio has wallpapers in a wide range of sizes suitable for everything from your mobile phone to multiple installation monitors. Mobile wallpaper and desktop resolution at 1600x1200 and below are available for free. The images are more than available only to registered
users. If you want to access big permissions, now is the perfect time to pick up your subscription. Vlad runs a Christmas-special where a $30 lifetime membership is available for $20.4Chan Wallpaper/General/4Chan is an image-based forum where everyone can anonymously post and share images and comments. It is divided into a sub-prick dedicated to all sorts of topics like
anime, video games, etc., but has gained notoriety for some of its more questionable feeds. /Wallpaper/board, however, is noisy and updated almost 24/7 with images from all over the internet. Since 4Chan boards are a bit kludgy to use if you're not trying to comment and just search for pictures, a variety of scrapers have sprung up to help you choose across all the pictures in
/Wallpaper/. You can visit 4Chan directly on the link above, or you can use services such as Nik.Bot and 4Walled to view wallpapers available via 4Chan. Be strongly warned, though /Wallpaper/forum is much tamer than in other areas of 4Chan, you'll still find plenty of Maxim-level NSFW wallpaper images and random Playboy-level NSFW images when you browse. If you're not
ready to explain some really embarrassing internet memes to your boss, you'd better save 4Chan/Wallpaper/for home. Social Wallpaper Social Wallpaper borrows a voting up/down model used by many social aggregators (Reddit, Digg, etc.) and applies it to desktop wallpaper. Users vote for their loved ones, vote down their least favorites, and upload their own images that will
other users. You can browse by rank, category, view random images, and sort the screen size to help you drill down through a huge collection to find the wallpaper you want. I prefer to grab everything and sort it out Social wallpaper makes its entire wallpaper collection available for download through BitTorrent. If you are looking for a site where you can not only find fresh
wallpapers, but participate in helping your fellow wallpaper lovers find the best images, social wallpaper is a solid choice. The Interfacelift interface is a huge repository of wallpaper images. Thanks to the layout-based button at the top of the screen, you can easily drill down through the wallpaper using factors such as rating, number of comments, screen type, and so on. Once you
choose the type of screen-widescreen, full screen, dual monitors, etc. - you can choose from the available permissions, so you never end up clicking on the image and figuring out that it's not available in the resolution you want. Each search result gives you information about the image plus a drop down menu for size selection and quick downloads. Interfacelift recently added a
feature called The Loupe that allows users to vote for incoming content to speed up the process of adding new content to the database. DeviantART wallpapers If you've visited your fair share of wallpaper sites and are tired of the endless stream of glowing art lines and video game wallpapers, then you'll enjoy browsing the wallpaper archives of the DeviantART-division artistoriented site. You'll find everything in DeviantART from the more common glowing lines to a variety of abstract wallpapers for whimsical paintings, photos and computer images. Most DeviantART users are prolific contributors, so if you find wallpapers you really like, make sure to check out the user's gallery to see if they have any other gems to share. DeviantART doesn't have the
advanced wallpaper oriented search features that many other wallpaper sites have, but you can still search for image size and sort by popularity. Now that you've had the opportunity to look at Lifehacker readers' favorite wallpaper sites, it's time to cast your vote for your favorite: We have two honorable mentions to hand out this week to extremely worthy sites that have contributed
to a host of amazing wallpapers over the years: Digital Blasphemy and Mandolux. Got something to say about your favorite (or favorite that didn't make the list)? Let's hear it in the comments. Comments. wallpaper engine download location. wallpaper engine playlist location. wallpaper engine workshop location. wallpaper engine preset location. wallpaper engine workshop file
location. wallpaper engine screenshot location
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